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Abstract. Legal text summarization focuses on the automated creation of sum-
maries for legal texts. We show that the argumentative structure of judgments can
improve the selection of guiding principles as a specific kind of summary using
judgments of the German Federal Court of Justice as measured by the ROUGE
metric. We evaluate our first results and put them in the context of our ongoing
work.
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1. Introduction

Text summarization algorithms allow automated creation of summaries for arbitrary
texts. Especially the legal domain, in which long and complex documents are ubiquitous,
might benefit from such algorithms on a large scale. Yet the summarization of legal doc-
uments is still confronted with some unsolved problems: the domain specific knowledge
and structure seems to hinder simple porting of domain independent summarization al-
gorithms to the legal field (e.g. [1], [2]) and the sheer length of documents and sentences
challenges neural models (e.g. [3]). In this work we tackle the summarization of judg-
ments delivered by the German Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof, BGH) by
automatically selecting guiding principles of the judgments.

1.1. Character of Guiding Principles

Guiding principles (Leitsätze) are, roughly speaking, very short formulations of or at
least introductions to the main and ”important” normative statement(s) that a court finds
when deciding a particular case. Such a principle could be: ”A will is invalid when writ-
ten on a computer.”. Their function is to quickly brief the reader and provide some orien-
tation regarding the judgment. Although guiding principles are issued by many (German)
courts, we only take into account judgments of the BGH in civil matters that contain such
guiding principles (which is not the case for all of its judgments). As the BGH is a court
of final instance and, thus, judicial review is limited to (important) issues concerning the
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interpretation of the law (versus the facts) we assume that, in most cases, a large part of
the court´s reasoning will be somehow reflected in its guiding principles.

Note that guiding principles, at least the ones that we pick, are issued directly by the
court’s body that decides the case. This guarantees a high quality of the data. With respect
to their content in detail, however, there are no formal rules. In practice, we observe two
basic forms in which guiding principles are stated by the court and label them as topical
and propositional respectively: while the former simply introduce the decision’s main
legal topic (e.g., ”On the conditions of a valid will when written on a computer.”), the
latter contain a normative statement (as is the case with our example from above: ”A will
is invalid when written on a computer.”). We only take into account propositional ones.

Since guiding principles contain the main statement(s) regarding the court´s in-
terpretation of the law they reflect the normative conclusion of its argumentation. On
a structural level, this implies that only a specific part of the—rigorously structured—
judgment needs to be considered (see further infra 4.1.). Thematically, this means that
the guiding principles concern a different order than the argumentation justifying them.
Furthermore, the guiding principles as well as the argumentation refer to the facts of the
case mostly indirectly, allowing us to focus on the normative / legal domain and its lan-
guage. With this in mind we can think of guiding principles as a specific kind of legal
summary of a judgment.

1.2. Related Work

Existing algorithms for text summarization can be roughly grouped into two classes:
abstractive and extractive approaches. Abstraction-based algorithms create summaries
by paraphrasing the content of a text, while extraction-based methods select sentences
from the original document as a summary. In the legal domain, extractive algorithms are
most common.

LetSum [4] and DelSumm [5] are extractive algorithms that create summaries by,
firstly, mapping all sentences to structural parts of a judgment (e.g., facts, reasoning) with
the aim of representing each of these parts in their summaries. The sentences which will
later constitute the summary are then selected by a tf*idf based ranking and a specific
scoring. Both of these categorizations are not applicable to our problem as, for one, they
categorize the sentences of a whole judgments while German judgments are published in
a similar categorization already, and on the other hand, we intend to work on only one of
those categories (reasoning) which they do not provide a structuring for. The scoring of
DelSumm is highly based on the mentioned structuring, thus, it does not fit our problem.

The MMR algorithm [6] selects the sentences for the summary based on how pre-
dictive they are for the outcome of the case, e.g, which party wins. It uses an iterative
selection process to pre-select particularly predictive sentences and creates the final sum-
mary based on this subset using Maximum Marginal Relevance. As guiding principles
do not, as such, give an indication to the outcome of a case, such a selection would not
be helpful.

A simpler approach is implemented by CaseSummarizer [7] which selects sentences
mostly based on tf*idf, the information on whether a sentence is at the beginning of a
paragraph and the occurrences of dates, and known entities in the sentences. Using neural
networks for summarization tasks allows extractive summaries, as shown, e.g., by the
Chinese GIST [8] using different ensemble models, as well as abstractive results by, e.g.,
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fine-tuning pre-trained language models like BERT2BERT or BART [3]. Unfortunately,
such approaches are in need of a high amount of data which is hardly available in the
German legal field.

Compared to existing work, our approach allows us to work with the limited judg-
ment data available in Germany and operates on a completely different level of structur-
ing of judicial decisions than previous work. Thus we contribute to the current research
by showing preliminary results on text summarization of judgments passed by the BGH.
To our knowledge, little work on summarization tasks has been done on German judg-
ments so far. As previous work may only be partially applicable, we show that the inte-
gration of the argumentative structure achieves significantly higher ROUGE-scores than
our baseline on judgments of the BGH.

2. Working with the Argumentative Structure

To present our results we will first give an introduction to how Section II of the legal
grounds of a judgment (Entscheidungsgründe) of the BGH is structured. Then, we will
explain the data that we worked on, present our approach, and, finally, evaluate our pre-
liminary results.

2.1. Argumentative Structure

Legal documents and especially judgments are highly structured texts. The reasoning
concerning the legal grounds of a decision basically follows a treelike structure: The rel-
evant points of law are each addressed and then discussed in more detail, one point after
the other. Deeper levels contain further elaboration on the respective legal aspect, discuss
sub-questions or give differing opinions of lower courts and literature. An example can
be found in Figure 1.2

Figure 1. Excerpt from a judgment displaying the treelike argumentative structure

The example already shows a variety of different structuring elements: The numbers
in circles at the left hand side depict the consecutive numbering of paragraphs (Randnum-
mern) of the judgment. The corresponding paragraphs contain logical units of the text.
The listing in the rectangles at the beginning of the paragraphs indicate the argumentative

2The judgment can be found at juris.bundesgerichtshof.de/cgi-bin/rechtsprechung/

document.py?Gericht=bgh&nr=91902 and an English image version at legalinf.de/jurix22.
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structuring level; elements of the listing might contain several paragraphs. Elements of
the same structuring level are of equal abstraction level and oftentimes continue the line
of reasoning. In case of our example above, an—from the BGH’s perspective—open le-
gal question is stated at the end of paragraph 18. The following paragraphs 19 and 20 (of
the lower structuring level) present different opinions on this question as derived from
lower court decisions. In paragraph 21 we return to the higher structuring level again and
the BGH decrees which of these opinions is, according to them, correct. This example
already shows how the reasoning and the argumentative structure can give an indication
for finding the guiding principles: The last sentence in paragraph 18 gives the explicit
concluding decision of the court and is the guiding principle of this particular judgment.

2.2. Data

We investigate whether the argumentative structure of a judgment allows us to select the
sentences for the guiding principles. Therefore, we inspected existing judgments of the
BGH and gathered 100 judgments with extractive guiding principles already formulated
by the court.3 For all of these 100 judgments we determined the exact positions of the re-
spective guiding principles with respect to the argumentative structuring. To avoid over-
fitting, we used another set of 100 judgments as an unknown test set for the validation
of our results. The judgments in this test set did not contain extractive guiding principles
but abstractive ones. The reason we chose such a dataset as a test set is that most exist-
ing judgments contain abstractive guiding principles. Note that we measure our resulting
summaries with the ROUGE metric. As the judgments used for our analysis contain the
exact sentences of the guiding principles, a perfect summarization algorithm may reach
a ROUGE-score of 1. This is impossible as regards the remaining test set as it does not
contain sentences that are syntactically identical to the guiding principles. Therefore, it
is only natural that the ROUGE-scores of the results on these judgments are lower than
on the other 100 cases.

2.3. Ranking Sentences based on Aspects of the Argumentative Structure

In regards to the argumentative structuring as a treelike structure, we focused on the po-
sition of a sentence in the paragraph, the argumentative depth of the sentence in the tree,
the number of the paragraph of the sentence (counted from the beginning of Section II
of the legal grounds), and the number of the branch with respect to one parent node. To
get further insight into the impact of these features on the guiding principles, we con-
sidered the extractive guiding principles and their corresponding values of these features
in relation to their maximum values in these judgments. An illustration can be found in
Figure 2 (density plots) which shows, e.g., that the guiding principles in our judgments
were mostly found in a branch number close to 2 (density is highest, lower right image).
The histograms give an indication of the data distribution of the features (e.g. branch
number, at the right) and the maximum of that feature in the judgment (e.g. maximum
branch number in the judgment, at the top).

Based on these insights we derived linear functions to approximate the optimal val-
ues for a sentence to be chosen as a guiding principle (lines in the images). Except for the
feature depth in the argumentative structure, we had a long tail in the distributions of the

3The cases were accessed at www.rechtsprechung-im-internet.de.
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Figure 2. Parameter distributions and approximation functions for the 100 extractive guiding principles

maximum values. Therefore, we decided to use different partially defined approximation
functions (gray lines) for the tails as the knowledge derived from this data is much less
reliable. In case of the branch numbers, this resulted in the same function for both parts.

For our actual ranking of sentences, we first pre-processed the judgments by remov-
ing stopwords and sentences without at least one verb in present tense (as guiding prin-
ciples are always written in present tense), as well as lemmatizing and case normalizing
the words. Similar to CaseSummarizer [7], we then calculated a ranking for each sen-
tence as the sum of tf*idf values of its words and normalizing the score by the length of
the sentence (rankt f id f ). Then, we calculated the final ranking by the following formula:
rank f inal = rankt f id f +σ ∗ (pd ∗ fd(d,maxd)+ pp ∗ fp(p,maxp)+ pn ∗ fn(n,maxn)+ pb ∗
fb(b,maxb)) with σ the standard deviation of rankt f id f and pd , pp, pn and pb tunable pa-
rameters for the argumentative depth (d), position in paragraph (p), number of paragraph
(n) and the number of branching (b). The functions fd , fp, fn and fb calculate the short-
est distance of the current value (e.g., of the argumentative depth of a sentence) to the
derived functions of the most likely values. The final selection of the ranked sentences
is done by first selecting the sentence with the highest score and then adding as many
sentences from the top of the ranking until the selection has a length of approx. 2.47%
of the original judgment, which was the average length of guiding principles compared
to the original judgment in a set of 5000 judgments.

2.4. Evaluation

For our evaluation, we compared our results to a random selection of sentences, a ranking
using only tf*idf values and CasesSummarizer (Table 1). We distinguished between the
results concerning the judgments containing abstractive and extractive guiding principles
and optimized the parameters of our approach separately for each of these datasets.

As expected, the ROUGE values on the abstractive judgments were significantly
lower than in the extractive judgments and the optimized formula for the extractive ver-
sion is by no means optimal for the abstractive judgments and vice versa. Compared to
a random ranking and a simple tf*df based ranking we could significantly increase the
ROUGE score of the results. Especially in comparison to CaseSummarizer we constantly
achieved high ROUGE-L scores, which indicates that we are (more) successfully able to
identify sentences close to the meaning of the original guiding principles.
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Table 1. Evaluation results using ROUGE metric

extractive judgments abstractive judgments
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-L

random ranking 0.2259 0.1950 0.1403 0.1751
tf*idf ranking 0.2874 0.3280 0.1208 0.1775

CaseSummarizer 0.3886 0.2520 0.2310 0.1890
our work (optimized on extractive dataset) 0.4134 0.4141 0.1696 0.2163
our work (optimized on abstractive dataset) 0.3596 0.3643 0.1881 0.2232

3. Conclusion and Future Work

We found that our approach of using the argumentative structure of the judgments seems
to be indeed a fruitful starting point for creating guiding principles in the case of the
BGH. Integrating the argumentative structure in a ranking for extractive summarization
achieves higher results than our baseline and performs especially well in the ROUGE-L
metric.

In our ongoing work we intend to further compare our approach to other existing
algorithms and make use of semantics to determine whether they relate to the argumenta-
tive structure. Furthermore, we plan to extend our analysis to abstractive guiding princi-
ples and their relation to the argumentative structure. Other aspects, like highly recurrent
terms, might also increase the ROUGE-score of selections.
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